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Dear Mr. Nicholes: 
 

The Division has reviewed your application.  The Division has identified deficiencies that must 
be addressed before final approval can be granted.  The deficiencies are listed as an attachment 
to this letter. 

The deficiencies authors are identified so that your staff can communicate directly with that 
individual should questions arise.  The plans as submitted are denied.  Please resubmit the entire 
application by no later than February 24, 2022. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (801) 538-5350.   
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Coal Program Manager 
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Technical Analysis and Findings

Utah Coal Regulatory Program

PID: C0250005
TaskID: 6438
Mine Name: COAL HOLLOW
Title: BRP1-15 PRE-BOND RELEASE AMENDMENT

Summary

This application provides as built topography for 27.45 acres above Pits 9C, Pits 10A, 10B and Pit F-1 (App. 2-7).
Together, these bond polygons are the 15th phase 1 bond release application for the mine, and are referred to
collectively as BRP1-15.  The BRP1-15 area is shown on as built Dwg 5-37AB. The coal in Pits 9C, 10A and 10B was
fee coal and surface, owned by C. Burton Pugh (Dwg 1-3). The coal in Pit F-1 was federal coal, with the surface owned
by C. Burton Pugh. 

Reconstructed County Road 136 (a.k.a. K3900) runs through the phase I bond release area in reclaimed pits F-1 and
10B. Reconstruction of the County Road will be done by Kane County, concurrently with the final phase of reclamation 
(Chap 5, p. 5-25). The Road reconstruction in the bond release area is shown on Dwg 5-22H.

The Table of Contents was revised to add Dwg 5-38 Reclamation Sequence; Dwg 5-39  Geotechnical Samples and
Boring Locations; and Dwg 5-40 Dewatering Trench Details, but these existing drawings are not revised with this
application. 

pburton   

General Contents

Permit Application Format and Contents

Analysis:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for General Contents.  

Most references to North Lease as built maps Dwg 5-74-AB, 5-74A-AB,, 5-74B-AB and 5-75-AB were removed. 
However an overlooked reference to these maps on page 5-15, must be removed.

All pages have a revision date of 12/6/2021. Therefore, the C2 has a signature and notary date of 8/25/2021 does not
serve the purpose intended.  

 

Deficiencies Details:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for General Contents.  The following deficiencies
must be addressed prior to final approval:
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R645-301-121.100: An overlooked reference to these maps on page 5-15, must be removed.

R645-301-121.300: The application must have a current date of certification  and current notarized signature date.  
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Environmental Resource Information

Probable Hydrologic Consequences Determination

Analysis:

This application meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for Probable Hydrologic Consequences.

This application meets the requirements of R645-301-728 because Chapter 7 has been updated to include information
on the newly emerged spring, NS-1, as well as the location of the spring on DWG 7-1-springs. NS-1 was monitored on
October 18, 2021 for field parameters with a flow of 2.8 GPM and specific conductivity of 1,08 (µS/cm). An adequate
explanation has been provided under section -728.340 addressing the emergence of the seep and it’s connection to
shallow alluvial groundwater flow. The conclusion is supported by the water quality characteristics of the groundwater
discharging from NS-1 compared to water quality characteristic of groundwaters monitored at the up-gradient Tropic
Shale ridge.  

In addition to the explanation of the spring emergence, the Permittee states that the flow of the spring water arriving at
the location of the county road (136) is controlled through the appropriate use of a roadside ditch and culvert. However,
the roadside diversion had yet to be completely constructed during the initial pre-bond release inspection. These
diversions must be completed according to the MRP before the phase 1 bond release inspection.

Along with the appropriate use of diversions, the spring has been contributing to the re-growth of vegetation in the area
for an extended amount of time. The contribution of spring water has allowed for the area to support well developed
grassy vegetation that has increased the stability of the reclaimed land surface.

The Permitee also monitored NS-1 for laboratory solute chemical analysis during late October 2021. The results of the
analyses are pending reporting by the chemical laboratory. As soon as the information has been reported from the lab,
please submit the results to the Division to have on file for future reference of NS-1.  
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Reclamation Plan

General Requirements

Analysis:

The Application  meets the Utah R645 Rules for Reclamation: General Requirements: Support the Post Mining Land
Use.

The County Road remains to support the post mining land use. 

Reconstruction of the County Road will be done by Kane County, concurrently with the final phase of reclamation  (Chap
5, p. 5-25). The county road reconstruction terms are found in the MRP Appendix 1-7, Resolution 2008-33 Temporary
Road Closure Alton Coal Agreement, Item IV.A. 

The pre-mining contours are shown on Dwg 5-1 Pre Mining Topography.  The approved post mining contours are shown
on Dwg 5-37 Final Topography.  The pit locations are shown on MRP Dwg 5-19 Bond Polygons.  The as built
topography for BRP1-15 is shown on Dwg 5-37-AB. Aside from an acre size depression in the NE quadrant, there is a
4% slope from West to East. The Permittee is encouraged to achieve positive drainage from the depressed area with
final grading of Pits F-2 through F-4.

The BRP1-15 area is overfilled as shown on representative cross sections E-E’, K-K an L-L’ of Dwg 5-37A-AB.  The
maximum overfill is 12.77 ft above original contour (cross section K’K’). 

To the West, the overfill of BRP1-15 grades to a low spot in bond release Polygon 9C, which received Phase I bond
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release in 2016 (Dwg 5-18). Cross section E-E’ shows the reclaimed land to be 8 feet below original contour in Phase I
bond release area 9C at Sta 40+ E-E’
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Approximate Original Contour Restoration

Analysis:

The application meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for Approximate Original Contour Restoration. 

The application satisfies the requirements of R645-301-553.100 thru -553.150 because the reclamation narrative has
been revised to clarify the anticipated mining depth for pits F-7 and F-8. The narrative on pages 5-91, 5-94, and 5-104 of
Chapter 5 states that the backfill of the final pit containing the underground portals will have a spoil shortfall of
approximately 1.5 million yards but still achieve AOC. The narrative proposes to make up for this shortfall by handling
approximately 1.5 million yards of material from an adjacent borrow area within the vicinity of Pit B-1. The volume of the
ultimate Pit F-8 is described by connecting the surface extents of Pit F-8 on Drawing 5-18 to the underground limits on
Drawing 5-10, which forms an inverted prism that yields 1,546,203 CY. This volume will be backfilled with material from
the 62.0-acre borrow area to the west. The reclamation of Pit F-8 will exhaust the 389,000 CY spoil pile which resides
south of Pond 3. 

Drawings 5-37AB and 5-37A-AB have been revised to include a cross-section through Pit F-8. The profile of Section G-
G’ shows the vertical extents of Pit F-8 at the deepest point to be roughly 175 feet. Page 5-4 of Chapter 5 has been
revised to include an anticipated maximum pit depth of 175 feet. 

The operational plan to mine Pits F-7 and F-8 does not contemplate the mining of both pits at the same time. The
sequential mining protocol will still be followed, although a portion of the spoil mined in Pit F-8 will remain within the pit to
construct access from the surface to the coal seam (personal communication with Drew Christensen, 1/21/2022). 

jeatchel  

Backfill and Grading General

Analysis:

The application meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for General Backfilling and Grading. 

The application meets the requirements of R645-301-553 because the Permittee has provided additional details in the
provided maps 5-37A and 5-37A-AB as requested in a previous deficiency.  Drawing 5-37A shows a plan view of the
following pits that are proposed for bond release: 9-C, 10-A, 10-B, and F-1. An additional cross-section has been drawn
bisecting pits 10-B and F-1 along the east where the topography appears to flatten. Section L-L’ was added as
requested in the previous deficiency. The accompanying section view in Drawing 5-37A-AB shows that there are several
slight surface depressions along an approximate 200 - 300 foot span. These depressions could be resolved as
subsequent backfilling and grading resumes in Pit F-2 to the north. Aside from the minor surface depressions in this
location, the overall slope of the backfilled area from east to west is 3.6%. 

Section K-K’ runs obliquely through the proposed bond release area, from northeast to southwest. The associated cross-
section shows an area of overfill approximately 1100 feet in length, with a maximum overfill of 12.77 feet at Sta 9+00. 

Section E-E’ shows that the Rebuilt County Road 136 is located adjacent to an area that is 8.53 feet lower than the
original contour. This low spot tapers into an area of slight overfill to the east of the county road.

jeatchel  

Topsoil and Subsoil

Analysis:

The application meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for Soils: Reclamation Plan. 
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In mid-September 2021, Pits F-4 and F-5 were being mined and backfilling was ongoing in pit F2; subsoil had been
redistributed and topsoil was stockpiled along the boundary of BRP1-15 in preparation for redistribution (Outgoing
10122021a.pdf).  This application provides updated Appendix 2-7 information as of the 10/15/2021 date.

Pits 9-C, 10-A, 10-B, F-1are illustrated on Dwg 5-37A and 5-37A-AB. Collectively these reclaimed pits are referred to as
Bond Release BRP1-15 

Appendix 2-7 tallys the volume of topsoil and subsoil handled during mining of LBA Block 1 (federal pits F-1 through F-8)
and the volume of topsoil and subsoil placed on Pits 9-C, 10-A, 10-B, F-1 (27.45 acres).

As of 10/15/2021, the following soil handling volumes occurred in the process of mining LBA Block 1.    

1. Added 56,590 CY to topsoil stockpile #2. Final volume as of 10/15/2021 was 129,767 CY in subsoil stockpile #2.
2. Added 25,500 CY to new subsoil stockpile #3.
3. Addition of subsoil stockpile #1 was in process. A new volume was not reported for stockpile #1.

As of 10/15/2021, the following soil handling volumes occurred in the process of reclaiming Pits 9-C, 10-A, 10-B, F-1
(27.45 acres. a.k.a. BRP1-15).

1. Created and fully consumed subsoil stockpile #3 (25,550 CY).
2. Consumed subsoil stockpile #2 (47,690 CY).
3. Live-hauled 74,358 CY subsoil to BRP1-15.
4. Live-hauled 20,369 CY  topsoil from F-4 and F-5 to BRP1-15
5. There is 155,056 CY topsoil stored in stockpiles 1 & 2 remaining.
6. There is 73,077+ CY subsoil stockpiled in Subsoil Stockpile #1, with a final figure to be provided.

The subsoil stockpile #1 volume will be updated with the 2021 annual report (personal communication with K. Nicholes
on 1/19/2022).

Thus a total subsoil volume of 147,598 CY was redistributed over 27.45 acres in BRP1-15 which is equivalent to 5,377
CY/ac.  This is equivalent to 3.33 ft of cover. or approximately 40 inches subsoil cover.

.  i.e. 25,550 CY + 47,690 CY + 74,358 CY = 147,598 CY total subsoil cover over 27.45 acres above Pits 9-C, 10-A,
10-B, F-1. This is equivalent to 3,985,145 ft3/ 1,195,722 ft2 = 3.33 ft subsoil cover or 39.99 inches.

The reclamation plan describes 8 inches of topsoil expected replacement. Subsoil will average 40 inches. Total profile =
48 inches (Section 542 beginning on p. 5-87 (pdf p. 101).  The site will be graded to remove erosion features and
depressions. Topsoil will be applied within 90 days of regrading. Seeding will follow topsoil placement. Supplemental
seeding will occur as needed. (p. 5-89, pdf p. 102).
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Hydrological Information Reclamation Plan

Analysis:

This application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Hydrological Information Reclamation Plan.

The application does not meet the requirements of R645-301-762.100 because the diversions along the county road in
the south lease must be re-established and information regarding the diversions and culverts must be included in
Drawing 5-37-AB, as well as all other necessary drawings such as 5-3 and 5-25. The diversion must be established prior
to the phase 1 bond release application and up to date as-built drawings must be included.  

The Permitee has included an updated cross section, L-L’ on Drawings 5-37-AB_As-Built Topography and 5-37A-
AB_AsBuilt Topography Cross Sections, through the area of concern North of STA 48+00 – STA 52+00 on cross section
E-E’. After reviewing the cross sections that have been provided it confirms that it is not likely to have negative drainage
across the reclamation work that has been completed for BRP1-15. However, as future reclamation continues, it will be
important to continue the same slopes to ensure the water in the area does not backflow towards these areas.

The Permittee has updated Chapter 7 to include information on the newly emerged spring, NS-1, as well as the location
of the spring on DWG 7-1-springs. NS-1 was monitored for field parameters on October 18, 2021 with a flow of 2.8 GPM
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and specific conductivity of 1,08 (µS/cm). An adequate explanation has been provided under section -728.340
addressing the emergence of the seep and it’s connection to shallow alluvial groundwater flow. The conclusion is
supported by the water quality characteristics of the groundwater discharging from NS-1 compared to water quality
characteristic of groundwaters monitored at the up-gradient Tropic Shale ridge.  

Deficiencies Details:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Hydrologic Reclamation Plan. The following
deficiency must be addressed prior to final approval:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements because information on the diversions along the
county road in the south lease must be re-established and information regarding the diversions and culverts must be
included in Drawing 5-37-AB, as well as all other necessary drawings such as 5-3 and 5-25.
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